Quickroll™ Feed Rolls
Never take out, reinstall or send a feed roll out for recovering again…No more crates to fool with...EVER!

Quickroll™ Feed Roll is a Wagner exclusive. Never
send another feed roll out to be recovered again
with Quickroll™! Made from our High‐Performance,
35 or 40 durometer Duoflex™ material and comes in
4” wide segments. Segments can be loosened and
rotated monthly, for longer life, or replaced, without
taking the sha out of the machine. If you have a
spare shaŌ, ship to us, we will clean, grind and apply
original Quickrolls™. We require .075” (minimum) of

Other Feed Rolls from Wagner...

Duoflex™ Feed Roll
Wagner’s Duoflex™ Feed Roll is our conven onal Feed Roll,
made from our proprietary, high‐performance Duoflex™ ure‐
thane, guaranteed for long wear. Ship to us for covering,
which is bonded to the core.

rubber all the way around. A minimum amount of
grinding is included in the original price. Excessive
grinding might incur a small extra charge. If you
don’t have spare core, you can have it cleaned and
kiss ground locally and apply the Quickrolls™ yourself OR have Wagner manufacture a spare core for
you right in out own plant! BEST OF ALL, used
Quickroll™ segments are recoverable by us, for
about 65% of their new price!
Quickroll™ Feed Roll segments
are available 4” wide. Simply
loosen the socket head cap
screws a few turns to
rotate them monthly for longer
wear. MHI Evol FFG’s are covered full face, no spaces.
How many Quickrolls™ do I need for my feed roll? You
will need one 4” Quickroll™ Segment for each 8” of face
width. You can also choose to have the full face width
covererd in Quickrolls™.

Wagner Industries, Inc.
No Crush Feed Roll
Wagner’s No Crush Rolls Feed Rolls are engineered to give you
maximum performance every day, without making any adjust‐
ments to your press. Product damage is dras cally reduced.
No Crush Feed Rolls support a greater range of control over
the machine speed to op mize registra on. Ship to us for covering, which is bonded to the core.

Serving the corrugated box industry for 49 years!
Wagner is represented in your area by
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